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Abstract
Purpose of this research was to explore how a brand-equity could be leveraged in establishing the customer equity in the online environment. Existing research has not yet explored how the tangibilization affects various branding and e-branding approaches. We seek to identify the possible effects of tangibilization in firms’ attempts in gaining customer equity through
efforts of branding online. Findings of this study include highlighting both types of e-branding approaches, extension-based (e-EBA) and creation-based (e-CBA); have distinctive power in gaining respective equities in the virtual world in which the brand extension may have superior position by leveraging brand equity offline whereas new brand is free to fully utilized Internet technology. Both e-EBA and e-CBA shall seek to tangibilize their services to well categorized customers, since service tangibilization would significantly mediate the relationship between brands and customer equity. This paper would bring managers several implications. The key to the success in online expansion is the brand used online and the associated tangibilize activities in building customer relationship and gaining customer equity.
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1. Introduction

Based on the Internet as a reliable tool in information exchange (e.g. Morris et al., 2003), the on-line business or its equivalent is increasing importance not only because of the attractive volumes of on-line spending, but also the huge cost-effective benefits. In addition, the Internet brought customers multi-sensory experiences that were impossible with traditional approaches. This helped improving the quality and quantity of exchanges with current and prospective customers, and efficiently aligning marketing functions (Cespedes, 1996). However, the Internet also brought customers a newer and faster approach to access product knowledge among competitors, and accordingly to build brand attitude and purchase intention (Li et al., 2002) in a different approach. Exchange on an Internet-based environment is, nevertheless, a challenge to both the suppliers and the customers.

1.1 Business Operation Online

Traditionally, marketers adopt various marketing activities in a mode of one-to-many communications to reach possible customers and prospects (Dussart, 2001; de Chernatony, 2001). Growing businesses take advantages of innovative Internet technology to integrate diverse communications with the customers in a timely and interactive manner (Dussart, 2001; Hoffman & Novak, 1996). This not only expanded the marketing access capability but also making mass-customized service possible. Operating with an ideal integrated marketing communication (IMC) would be economically feasible.

Well-designed online operation, the marketers may collect and analyze customer’s data in a form of continuous and speedy ways with lower costs, with which to erect a customer relationship (Walsh & Godfrey, 2000). In this erection process, the brand acted as an identification of a service supplier to convince customers (Aaker, 1996), to serve customers, and to build a brand equity in customers’ mind. Contrast to other predictions (Indrajit, 2001) that predicted the brand effects will disappear in a virtual context. The role of a brand played proved to be a signal for reliability and trustworthiness in this highly intangible business world (Bergstrom, 2000; Smith & Brynjolfsson, 2001; Page & Lepkowska-White, 2002). Moreover, an e-brand may convince customers that the technology-based online services promised a more customer-oriented service. This will in turn result in more customers’ perceived value; eventually advance corporate brand equity by reciprocal effects (Balachander & Ghose, 2003). This means a successful e-branding not only help fostering the relationship with customers with customized communication on an individual basis (Walsh & Godfrey, 2000), but also creating a new marketplace that was not found and served through traditional channel.

Perceived intangibility is perhaps the major threat that was detrimental to service quality and customer acceptance (Parasuraman, et al., 1988; Santos, 2002) because customers may expose to a higher level of risk (Flipo, 1988), anxiety (Rushton & Carson, 1989), uncertainty (Trivedi & Morgan, 2003). As a result, customers were forced to sacrifice some processes of evaluating and assessing alternatives with competing services (Rushton & Carson, 1989;
McDougall & Snetsinger, 1990). Consequently, wary emerged over the services in question (Rushton & Carson, 1989). The brand-extension approach leveraged the brand equity may signal the current customers with a quality sign, yet the new brand approach may be more flexible in embracing internet technology because of no previous commitments or ties with current customers. In other words, the virtual markets can be a ‘blue ocean’ for all players and their brands because the customers’ perception of intangibility.

Creating and maintaining a quality relationship that stemmed from higher level of customer satisfaction is essential for business performance (Oliver, 1997; Zeithaml & Bitner, 2000). Given the fact that costs in acquiring new customers are five times higher retaining current customers (Keller, 2002), increases of the customer retention rates dramatically contribute to profit (Reichheld, 1996). As far as the customer-oriented perspective in marketing, main expectation from well managing the preferable customer relationship (Blattberg & Deighton, 1996) is to create a reliable source for later generation of highest customer life value (Bolton & Drew 1991; Reinartz & Kumar, 2000; Gupta et al., 2004). A customer lifetime value is driven by customer equity (Rust, Lemon, & Zeithaml, 2004) that includes three elements of customer equity, brand equity, value equity, and relationship equity (Rust et al., 2004). Value equity is the objectively considered quality, price, and convenience of the offering based on perceptions of its benefits relative to its cost. Although two distinctive perspectives regarding brand equity exist, one as financial asset of a company and another as the acceptance of targeted customers (Smith & Parr, 2000; Schultz, 2003), brand equity is the customer’s subjective and intangible assessment of the worth of brand offering that exceeds perceived value. Brands will not be valued and hardly make brand equity prized unless significant customer acceptance (Bottomley & Holden, 2001). Relationship equity is a factor in switching cost, like as the customer’s reluctance to go elsewhere because of learning curves, user-community benefits, or other considerations such as simple as friendships with salespeople (Kotler, 1996; Rust et al., 2004).

Both brand-extension and new-brand would be eligible to improve customer equity through the assistance of internet technology as long as the brand’s offering could be specifically tangible in response to target customers’ needs and wants. We propose that tangibilization would be the key to offset the negative impacts of online features. Tangibilization refers to a set of activities marketers adopted to create significant ‘tangibility’ in customers’ mind. Figure 1 shows our conceptual framework that explains the relationship between e-branding, tangibilization, and customer equity as well.
2. Online Branding Strategies and the Effects of Service Tangibilization

2.1 E-Branding and Customer Relationship

Brands managers shall use focal brands or associated components substantially in every possible channel for information distribution and communication ((Faircloth et al., 2001). Firms extend brands into new product and service categories by using same current brand name or a distinctive with one to enhance competitiveness and reinforce the customer relationship by taking advantage of the digital environment, such as cross-boundary over product categories and physical limitations.

2.2 E-Branding Strategies

Business on-line could be viewed as a new-product category because of its distinctive features (Hoffman & Novak, 1996) that significantly exceed customer's experiences with physical environment (Bergstrom, 2000). Therefore, a line extension strategy may not be appropriate in the on-line environment since customers were lacking similar experience. Characterized with borderless features, brands could easily expose to those market segments that firms never reached. These new markets are those firms may wish to penetrate, but not to enlarge. Therefore, we limit our discussion on two branding approaches in an online context. The first one that extending the current brand on-line is termed as extension-based e-branding approach (e-EBA), and the second to create new brands on-line and is termed as creation-based e-branding approach (e-CBA). Although e-EBA is more preferred than e-CBA (Del Vecchio & Smith, 2005), advantages and disadvantages were concurrent exist (Aaker, 1990). Disadvantages of e-EBA imply that e-CBA could be a better alternative (e.g. brands with negative image, i.e. brand ‘liability’).

In general, marketers involve brand and product category to formulate appropriate branding strategies. Managers, whether extending the current brand as brand extension to include product line extension across varied product categories, or instead creating new brands could be seen as a market extension and a new brand strategy (Aaker, 1991). As previous described, we limited our discussion on brand extension and new branding approaches, termed as electronic extension-based approach (e-EBA) and electronic creation-based approach (e-CBA) as the scope of this research.
2.3 Extension-Based E-Branding Approach (e-EBA)

Brand extension's issues have long received a good amount of attention in both academicians and practitioners. Two distinct perspectives on the effects of brand extension emerged in the last decades (Aaker, 1990). One advocates that firms can leverage the quality brands (Park & Kim, 2001) by penetrating into new-product categories with fewer costs and expenses, larger market share, and greater advertising efficiency (Smith & Park, 1992). The effectiveness of brand extensions depends on many factors, ranging from customer and supplier factors to uncontrollable external factors and through certain mediating or moderating variables (Czellar, 2003). However, an extension of a current brand with significant equity is useful for brand loyalty to transfer from offline to online (Rafig & Fulford, 2005), especially for products and services that are fit between parent and e-brand (Czellar, 2003). These effects may even be exaggerated in the cases of high level of product category similarity (Park & Kim, 2001) or perceived ‘fit’ (Aaker, 1990). E-brands or web brands appear as extensions of offline brands or simply extensions of communication with current customers (e.g. Barnes & Noble), as referred as e-EBA. The others argue that higher degree of brand extension tends to have been stronger diluting effects on the parent or original brand names (Keller, 2003), particularly for those extending into a category with low similarity with the parent.

Exploring into the customers’ perceptions regarding brand extensions. Although the quality of the brand may benefit its extensions that are perceived “fit” in product categories, elaborations on the attributes of the extensions obtain more satisfactory acceptance than those on the linkages per se of the parent and its extensions (Aaker & Keller, 1990; Park et al., 2002). Yet, overstated the attributes can also jeopardize extension itself by reducing the attractiveness of extended products. In other words, customer loyalty may not transfer to extension on which firms attempted to leverage the equity of quality brand when deliberately overlooking the link between the original and the extension (Van Osselaer & Alba, 2003) or bluntly linking unfitted brands (Bridges & Keller, 2000). To alleviate the negative impacts of brand extension, some recommend managing on product features similarity, brand concept consistency, consistency of benefit claimed (Park et al., 2002), and quality of original brand and its associations (Baoiniajczyk & Alba, 1994). Others suggest well alignment of attributes of extensions, fitness, and physical quality of relationships between the original and the extensions (Bridges & Keller, 2000). Maintaining brand consistency and continuity while expanding or promoting critical brand components online ensure a better customer preferences and brand values (Faircloth et al., 2001; Stuart & Jones, 2004), and brand extension approach is nothing but a continuum of the parent brand. Alterative to e-EBA, the e-CBA may represent a preferred policy by not bothering substantial changes that sometimes involve complicated strategic considerations.

2.4 Creation-Based E-Branding Approach (e-CBA)

In contrast to brand extension, e-CBA creates a new-brand for a new product category. The disadvantages for brand extension are just the advantages of new brands from which no negative impacts can possibly impose on the others (Aaker, 1991). A newly established brand
is fully entitled to formulate its own strategy, adopts the most advanced technology, target emerging segments, and free to conduct contingent marketing activities to secure disperse customers. In most cases, possibilities of cannibalization and channel conflicts are low for products with different brands. Effective communications and exposures may foster new brands becoming famous in and being acceptable by certain market segments. In other words, the new brand will have its own brand equity in this particular market. Taking the brand equity as financial assets (Smith & Parr, 2000), independent brand equity that is separately created can be used to exchange for other resources required by corporate strategy. Splitting is impossible for those brands that were extended from a name shared by member product categories of one family. Possible drawbacks for e-CBA may include greater investments in communication, sales force recruiting and training, difficulty in securing and retaining customers because of lacking the support of brand equity. It is also possible for e-CBA that low possibility of cross selling and knowledge transfer due to no common customer base, and its newness to the market where all other players are new either.

2.5 The Effect of Brand Equity: e-EBA versus e-CBA

Brand equity can benefit e-brand by improving the acceptance of such a brand in the Internet (Aaker, 1991). In a virtual environment, pre-purchase examination is impossible, and close observations, and personal trials are not available as customers familiar in traditional transactions. As a result, customers perform extra searches and comparisons before making decisions on any particular products and services, or seek to acquire more extensive promises and guarantees from sellers. This is particularly true for products and services with high involvement of which customers perceive extreme risks. Noteworthy is that such continuing uncertainty and skepticism will significantly magnify suppliers’ online operation costs (Durkan et al., 2003). Brand equity helps to reduce the buyers’ uncertainty effectively (DelVecchio & Smith, 2005).

Evidence shows that collaborating with established brands in developing e-brand building approach (Ibeh et al., 2005) benefits on-line branding. With the help brand equity, e-EBA would be easier in receiving customer acceptance and confidence than e-CBA. This infers that extending the accepted brand into on-line setting would obtain better trustworthiness or alleviate distrust and risk perception than those newly created brands (Odom, 2002). However, e-CBA may acquire and secure customer acceptance by innovative utilizing the distinctive Internet features such as product's evaluation / comparison in the virtual environment, particularly when the focal products prices were high, or features were complicated that all need consumer's professional judgment. This would generate the highest extent of value equity in achieving aggregate customer equity (Kotler et al., 1996). We, therefore, conclude the following propositions regarding the dominant drivers for respective e-branding approaches.

Proposition 1: e-EBA will more closely related with brand equity and relationship equity; e-CBA will more closely related with value equity.
3. Effects of Tangibilization in Online Business

3.1 E-branding and Intangibility of Service

For firms that follow brand extension policy, branding process may not complete until the targeted brands have also accepted in the virtual contexts. As to the business that attempts to explore opportunities in the cyber marketplaces with new brand policy, proper Internet brand name that is not hinting generic product category would bring business a satisfactory position and return (Ries & Ries, 2000). Irrespective either branding policies, service intangibility remains the major concerns in service industries (Shostack, 1977; Parasuraman et al., 1988) as well as in virtual environment (Croner, 2000). This denotes that carefully dealing with the intangibility associated effects is essential in making e-branding decisions, since intangibility is a central concern that prevents customers trust instead of functionality of physical features (Shostack, 1977; Croner, 2000). Scholars interpret intangibility as either the impossibility of physically touched or as the difficulty of defines, formulates, or understands clearly and precisely (Berry, 1980). In a more specific way, the concept of intangibility includes the absence of four senses of seeing, smelling, hearing, touching (Flipo, 1988), and touching (Kotler, 2000). Contrast to research concentrating on physical feeling, Rushton & Carson (1989) termed “mental intangibility” to include those expressions regarding mental feelings other than those physical. This broadens our perspective on intangibility from traditional physical side to mental aspects.

3.2 Decreasing the Service Intangibility

The inherent intangibility of the virtual setting brings customers higher perceptions of uncertainty and risk in one hand, i.e. mentally intangible (Stafford, 1996), and supplier's greater worries on how the online service could be properly defined (Berry, 1980; Stafford, 1996) on the other hand. Seeing the difficulty of intangibility in the virtual world, literature on service marketing often encourages suppliers to use tangible cues or develop a robust corporate image to decrease the service intangibility (Santos, 2002). For example, in promoting and leveraging corporate brand, world’s top 75 brands registered their brands as domain names to extend brand online both globally and locally to protect their brands (Murphy et al., 2003). Brand registration provides firms reactive legal protection in the virtual context, yet not sufficient in gaining customer acceptance and any forms of customer equity. In order to gain customers’ acceptance on e-brands, firms shall perform additional efforts in successful transforming these intangible names into something that could be mentally tangible. Activities adopted to convince customers’ tangibility perception is termed as ‘tangibilization’ (Shostack, 1977; Chen & Tarn, 1998). Firms that are more willing to gain customers’ acceptance will be more aggressive in conducting tangibilization activities. We conclude the discussion as proposition 2.

Proposition 2: Stronger e-branding efforts will result in higher level of tangibilization. Tangibilization and customer equity
4. Effects of Tangibilization in Online Business

4.1 Continuum of Service Intangibility

While there are various definitions on service intangibility, some scholars argue that intangibility and service are not to be defined exactly but to evaluate services according to the degree of intangibility (Zeithaml & Bitner, 2000), and propose that services vary in terms of degree of perceived intangibility (Miller & Foust, 2003). This reminds us to examine the service intangibility in a concrete way instead of viewing it as an abstract concept.

Shostack (1977) is among the earliest who discussed this content and created a single dimension to describe the continuum of tangibility/intangibility. The difference between physical goods and service product is the degree of tangible elements included in the respective objects. Later, McDougall & Snetsinger (1990) developed a relevant instrument for service intangibility measuring. This instrument provides elementary measurement for service in/tangibility, as well as the customers’ basic impression toward services. Recently, in response to the necessity of gaining mental tangibility, Santos (2002) suggests to classify service characteristics on a continuum from “tangible dominant” to “intangible dominant” along the continuum of in/tangibility and to provide “tangible evidence”. Services in any forms could be found in any points in the continuum between intangible and tangible. Examples for the former could be those exchanges involved with no possession is truly transferred, and those involved physical products with premium prices for its associated services for the latter.

4.2 Tangibilization by Marketing Activities

Tangibilization refers to conducting a set of marketing-based activities or using tangible cues or generalizing a corporate image to raise customer’s sense of tangibility (Chen & Tarn, 1998; Santos, 2002). Chen & Tarn (1998) illustrates four marketing-based activities to tangibilize the service intangibility. This is a four-dimension concept, including Quantitation / ranking, Factual / substantial, Word-of-mouth effect, and Information frequency. Quantitation means the techniques that represent service’s contents with quantitative cues; ranking is the relative order in contrast with the competitors or counterparts in terms of service contents. Factual represents those efforts that providers perform to prove service values through a variety of visual messages; substantial is termed to describe the efforts persuading the customers that the service is valuable. Concepts of factual and substantial are similar, yet the former is used to concrete abstract image and invisible resource of service’s provider; the latter is to present factual objects. Word-Of-Mouth effect is an influential technique that using the diffusion effects of satisfied customers. Information frequency refers to the amount and density of service’s information delivered to customers, including frequency of advertising, activities of sales promotion, number of sales force visiting times, and frequency of provider-client encounters. All these activities or campaigns can be significantly enhanced through unique multi-sensor features offered by advanced web-associated technology.

Therefore, regardless the availability of brand equity, marketing–based tangibilization
activities would act as important factors in alleviating the customer intangibility perception. The content and extent of tangibilization may vary from one to another due to contingent factors that each branding approach involved.

4.3 Tangibilization and Customer Equity

Tangibility is the major predictor for customer satisfaction at the firm level (Wong & Sohal, 2003). Tangibilization is to materialize the customers’ tangibility perception (Ger & Belk, 1990) and eventually the customer satisfaction and equity.

Technology per se is not the major barrier prevent acceptance of electronic business, but the customer’s attitude toward it (Croner, 2000) of which mostly resulting from lacking trust on e-business. Customer’s trust and subsequently customer relationships will then be easier to secure and sustain customer preferences (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Although a systematic array of associated factors should be included as a whole for trust-building investment (Hong, 2004), study reveals that satisfied needs, responsiveness, reliability in security and technical functions will determine how customers trust online businesses (Gummerus et al., 2003). These factors are all included in so-called ‘tangibilization’. In other words, stronger tangibilization conducts will result in a more favorable level of customer equity.

E-brands supported by satisfactory parent brands would have plenty of opportunities in receiving customer loyalty from the parent (Rafiq & Fulford, 2005), so as the perceived tangibility. Although any e-brands can benefited from ‘trust-mark’ (Durkan et al., 2003), unless the tangibility towards such e-brand is high, transfer of the customer loyalty from the parent brand will be less likely to be effective. Value-based customer relationship is one way to create customer’s tangibility perception. Companies can create and maintain a sound customer relationship through a way of delivering valuable services under an identifiable brand or product. The brand serves as value carriers in response to customers’ demands. The customer-brand relationship incurred when the targeted customers perceive the values of perceived tangibility. We therefore, conclude the proposition 3:

**Proposition 3: Stronger tangibilization will result in stronger customer equity.**

5. Discussion and Conclusion

While some scholars limit the tangibility within the scope of tangible contexts, such as the physical facilities (e.g. Parasuraman, et al., 1988), service elements can also bring intangible influences in shaping the participant’s perception. This means that customers perceive the existence of these elements and accordingly change their attitudes as a response for their perception on mental tangibility. In virtual environment, similar atmospheres or other tangible element also exist in changing customer’s attitudes and behaviors. It is not a strange phenomenon in a virtual world that millions browsers visited popular websites frequently behave like loyal customers to a retail shop. Factors attracting frequent visitors are not those that are physically tangible but mentally tangible. Higher mental tangibility of a brand guarantees superior performance in customer equity with better customer experience and
lower disconfirmation of customer expectation.

Two main arguments for the notion of brand equity exist, one advocates as financial values that owned by the company (Smith & Parr, 2000; Aliawadi et al., 2003) and the other suggests viewing it as a product of customer preference and acceptance (Aaker, 1996; Keller, 1993). Since extension-based e-branding heavily drawn its strengths from brand equity, two related questions would be interesting to explore. Does the company that legally possessed the disposition privileges of the brand can truly leverage such an asset at its own will instead of refer to customer acceptance, for example, several extensions to online services? Does the owner of the brand equity shall consult with those who are not the legal owners in its brand exploiting attempts? No matter how effective of the internet efforts in branding, bear in mind is that an e-brand is not actually materialized in nature, its relationship with the consumer’s equity or loyalty may be curvilinear rather than linear (Ger & Belk, 1990).

Effects of e-branding on building and reinforcing customer equity may be contingent due to the differences of perceived risk and uncertainty and perceived intangibility (Keller, 2003). This implies that the interactions of service natures and Internet features may result in unique effects that different from those offline. For example, branding the healthcare services (Gummerus et al., 2003) and financial services (Morrison & Roberts, 1998) online may be even more difficult to obtain customers trust than in a physical world because the intangibility of the Internet exaggerates the risk and uncertain perception.

It is important to note as well that the ways of e-brands attempted to communicate with targeted segments may not be the same as those in off-line regardless branding strategies. While the extension grounded on the off-line brand, whether the positioning of such extension shall be hold consistent with the current would be interesting to explore. New brand strategies may not expose to the alignment with any brand. It needs to consider the alignment between on-line and off-line when the brand is launched simultaneously. Since customers varied in terms of communication patterns (Heinonen & Strandvik, 2005), how the communication pattern works between on-line branding and varied groups of customers may predict the success and failure of gaining customer equity of a brand.

We have discussed other possible sources of effect that may affect the relationship between e-branding and customer equity, and suggest conducting empirical tests on the mediating effects of tangibilization in various contexts. Timing factors would be important to consider when launching an E-brand as well. Issues of this kind may include such as on what stage of the life cycle, on what level of brand acceptance offline before going online for e-EBA? Other factors regarding the timing problem may include the institutional infrastructure (e.g. legal, industrial standards and practices, economic and others that regulated the electronic transaction), infrastructure of electronic setting, stages of readiness of targeted customers, status of competition, possible effects that might ignite fierce competition (e.g. price wars). Since quality brands with acceptable brand equity (i.e. level of customer acceptance) is essential for extension-based e-branding, firms may first foster focal brand offline in targeted market segments. Launching a new brand always represent a major investment in
communicating with the markets. Costs of investment might be double while concurrent launching the parent online and the extension offline or vice versa, because neither brands were known and accepted by the targeted markets. There are also needed for clarifying the possible overlaps between brand equity and tangibilization, and the cause effects of tangibilization on brand equity.

5.1 Conclusion and Practical Implications

The internet technology had forced a boundary spanning of a firm, and draw the firm’s operational focus away from the real to a virtual environment (Walsh & Godfrey, 2000). In the other hand, online environment was also new and suspicious that exceeded current customers’ ideology and experiences while on exchange. For both parties in an exchange, an online service or business was a synonym of a new category of product.

The importance of customer equity in business operation is never overemphasized. Composed by brand equity, value equity, and relationship equity, customer equity is obviously a major challenge to marketers in e-business where is characterized with extreme intangibility. We thus propose a conceptual framework illustrating the relationship between e-branding, tangibilization, and customer equity. The availability and use of brand equity differentiate brand-extension and new brand approach from which infers that the activities an e-EBA approach took to build customer equity will be quite different from those follow e-CBA. The goal in building customer relationship with higher-value segments, i.e. relationship equity, is the same regardless the methods applied and the branding strategies adopted.

Brand equity is an asset as long as customers accept it. When brand equity is available, brand can be an exploitable equity in extending to different product category (DelVecchio & Smith, 2005). For brand that not supported by brand equity, new brand approach is the favorable alternative by taking the advantages of free from connection with previous commitment or liability (Aaker, 1991). Although extant research reveals the practices of firms' successfully transferring customer loyalty from offline to on-line (Rafig & Fulford, 2005), numerous cases indicated that new brand approach also brought brilliant success in the on-line contexts. For example, Barnes and Noble took 2.0 years to reach $100 million sales online by successfully transferring customer loyalty from the physical bookstore, compare to 2.9 years for Amazon. However, Amazon, a new brand to customers, becomes the biggest book retailer in on-line shopping (Ries & Ries, 2000). While numerous literatures focus on the on-line branding activities, there is none or few if any explored the issues regarding the differences and associated outcomes between e-EBA and e-CBA. Without support of brand equity, new brand can be more flexible in fully embracing updated technology to customize its services to individual customers in the online setting. Instead of pursuing brand equity, e-CBA may strive for the value equity and possible future relationship equity. We propose that both EBA and CBA are able to gain success in the cyber marketplaces. In practice, avoiding compete in ‘red sea’ but pursuing business goals in ‘blue ocean’ would be better strategic alternative for new firms in the virtual market.
The extreme intangibility as inherent nature of virtual environment suggests the necessity of tangibilization for e-branding. We conclude that tangibilization will mediate the relationship between e-branding and customer equity. Due to the mediating effects of tangibilization, e-branding that is heavier tangibilized regardless the availability of an offline brand is superior to the others in terms of creating and retaining quality customer equity. Tangibilize activities would be varied from one context to another depends on the particular needs of focal customers. Managers shall first identify the key criteria in market segmentation, and accordingly foster such segment with comprehensive services to tangibilize their brands in such customers’ perception.

Building online would further increase customer’s perceived value from which not only help to strengthen the relationship with customers by signaling ‘we care’ to customers, but also creates a marketplace for new customers who are not appropriately served through traditional channels. Successful offline brands could be leveraged to online contexts. Satisfactory performance obtained online could be reciprocally transferred offline. The key determinant for the success of either transfer is the effectiveness and efficiency of tangibilization. This implies that managers shall establish electronic business as an extension of current business to integrate overall services or as a new business to serve those customers who are remote located and prevented by national or geographical barriers. To be successfully secure treasures (customer equity) in ‘blue ocean’ sailing (online markets adventures), sails (brand) per se is essential but not sufficient. Arming the ship with dependable machine or power, supplies, operating system, and sailing techniques (tangibilization activities) that materially signaling trustworthiness to the targets and passengers are all needed for the journey.
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